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Stand up…



Victim

§ Scarcity 

§ Consumer 

§ Blaming

§ Fear

§ “Why Me?”

§ “Stuff happens to me.”

§ “I can’t.”

§ “Someone will rescue me.”  

§ “Life stinks (and its not my fault).”

§ Outcome:  Captivity

Hero

§ Abundance 

§ Producer 

§ Accountability

§ Faith

§ “Why not me?” “What now?”

§ “I drive my life.”

§ “How can I?”

§ “I’ll do whatever it takes.”

§ “Life is a package deal (has its ups and downs).”

§ Outcome:  Liberty



"...everything can be taken from a man but one thing: 
the last of the human freedoms - to choose one's 
attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose 
one's own way."

- Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search For Meaning 



§ Common Factors Research – Identifies relationship between client and 
caregiver to be the most highly contributing factor to therapeutic success.

§ Relationship outweighs all other factors when it comes to trauma recovery 
and healing. 

§ Harvard Studies of Adult Development – Secure Relationships:
§ Increase resilience toward pain
§ Improved memory
§ Lengthened lifespan
§ Decreased chance of diabetes



Think about a supportive relationship you’ve had, and share one thing they 
have done to be a support to you.



§ Filter out as much unnecessary stress as possible.

§ May mean letting go of relationships that aren’t supportive.

§ May require sacrifice…

§ Make time for activities and relationships that leave you feeling happier and 
supported

§ Adjust your expectations 

§ Practice self-care



Share one thing you can do to better improve your personal self-care and 
what is your biggest barrier to doing it?



1. Start a compliments file.
2. Scratch off a lurker on your to-do 
list.
3. Change up the way you make 
decisions.
4. Go cloud-watching.
5. Take another route to work.
6. Pay complete attention to 
something you usually do on 
autopilot
7. Goof around for a bit.
8. Create a deliberate habit.

9. Fix a small annoyance at home 
that’s been nagging you.
10. Punctuate your day with a mini-
meditation.
11. Be selfish.
12. Do a mini-declutter.
13. Unplug for an hour.
14. Get out of your comfort zone.
15. Edit your social media feeds, and 
take out any negative people.
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1. Give your body ten minutes of 
mindful attention.

2. Oxygenate by taking three deep 
breaths.

3. Get down and boogie.

4. Stretch out the kinks.

5. Run (or walk, depending on your 
current physical health) for a few 
minutes.

6. Narrow your food choices.

7. Activate your self-soothing 
system.

8. Get to know yourself intimately.

9. Make one small change to your 
diet for the week.

10. Give your body a treat.

11. Be still.

12. Get fifteen minutes of sun.

13. Inhale an upbeat smell.

14. Have a good laugh.

15. Take a quick nap.
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1. Imagine you’re your best friend.

2. Use your commute for a “Beauty 
Scavenger Hunt.”

3. Help someone.

4. Check in with your emotions.

5. Write out your thoughts.

6. Choose who you spend your time 
with today.

7. Stroke a pet.

8. Get positive feedback.

9. Make a small connection.

10. Splurge a little.

11. Have a self-date.

12. Exercise a signature strength.

13. Take a home spa.

14. Ask for help.

15. Plan a two-day holiday for next 
weekend.
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§Regulation - key element found in healthy, healing 
relationships. 
§When regulated, neurological functions centralized in the 

pre-frontal cortex – rational decision-making. 
§When dysregulated, neurological functions found in the 

limbic system, the midbrain, or even all the way back in 
the brain stem. 



§Poor emotional boundaries

§Higher levels of emotional reactivity

§ Inability to attune to own needs—let alone the needs of 
others. Relational interactions that lack attunement cause 
damage in a relationship. 
§ When we are not attuned we tend to REACT. 
§ When we are attuned, we are able to RESPOND. 
§ Mindfulness – attunement to emotional experiences and a non-judgmental 

acceptance of them.



§One of the most common ways that humans regulate takes 
place in relationship with other people. It’s called co-
regulation. 
§ Infant relies upon mother to regulate uncomfortable 

situations due to her inability to self-regulate. 
§Young-adult calls mom when she is sick, or goes through 

a bad break-up in college. 
§The very aspect of relational connection can ease some of 

the discomfort of these negative sensations.



Share two activities that you can do to increase regulation.



§ Trauma leads to dysregulation within every system in the body.
§ Parents and loved ones must develop the skill to regulate selves in 

order to provide a safe base for co-regulation with your partner. 
§ Somebody to co-regulate with provides a sense of safety when the 

rest of the world feels scary and out of control. 
§ Things that help us heal

§ Mindfulness 
§ Relationship
§ Animals
§ Adventure
§ Art
§ Play 



Share something that brings healing properties to your life.



§ Chronic illnesses – Negative or Positive impact on relationships?

§ When relationship is strong, you can help your child learn how to 
address the world.

§ Cycle of Emotional Closeness
Emotional 
Closeness

Self-
Disclosure

Vulnerability

Validation

Problem 
Solving



§Talk openly and honestly with your partner about:
§ His/Her/Your Condition
§ Medical Procedures
§ Emotional Experiences/Relationships 
§ Conversations with doctors about emergency care plans

§Talk openly about your illness with other people in your life. 

§Get to know other people who have the same challenges.





§ What does vulnerability mean to you?

§ Have your experiences with vulnerability been positive or negative?

§ What are some things that scare you about being vulnerable?

§ When was the last time you were intentionally vulnerable?



§ Vulnerability:  Vulnerability means taking a risk.  It requires a 
willingness to admit mistakes, validate things you don’t understand, 
ask for forgiveness, practice humility, and initiate emotional 
closeness, despite another’s hesitation or unwillingness to do the 
same.

§ Empathy:  The capacity to recognize emotions that are being 
experienced by another.  One may need to have a certain amount of 
empathy before being able to experience accurate sympathy or 
compassion.

§ Validation:   The message, “Your feelings make sense.”  Not only do I 
hear you, but I understand why you feel the way you do.”; Emotionally 
walking with another without trying to change their direction.





§ Empathy

§ Validation

§ Self-Awareness

§ Self-Care

§ Mutually trusting relationship

§ Emotional Safety



Emotional 
Closeness

Self-
Disclosure

Vulnerability

Validation

Problem 
Solving



If vulnerability was a regular part of your life how would things look and 
feel different?



§ Research: mammals raised in enriched environments filled with play have 
significantly larger neocortex

§ Basic need of human life

§ Play is a means of:
§ Regulation
§ Communication
§ Relationship building

§ Experiential 
§ Provides opportunity for putting skills to work 
§ Self-Regulation
§ Changes neurological pathways allowing space for more skill development to 

occur.



Share one of your favorite playful memories.



§ Make a list of your personal principles.
§ Talk about them regularly.  
§ Describe why they are important.  
§ Include them in your personal mission 

statement.

§ Create goals that are based upon these 
principles.  



§ Individual, Family, and/or Couple

§ Identity – From us or the world?

§Based on family principles




